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1. Introduction 
The most familiar results for integral equations consider 
the equation x + A K x,y y dy · f x. 
This equation depends on the parameter~ in a particularly 
simple way, and a great deal is known about it, e~g. that it 
always has a unique solution for given f except for certain 
many such of the complex plane. 
Recently Lauwerier 1, pp.429 and 430, in studying a 
problem that can be phrased either in terms of trigonometric 
series or partial differential equations, arrived at an 
equation of the form 
1 
with the dependence on A being analytic, but apparently not 
of the usual type. In this note it is shown that nearly 
identical results hold for 1 as for the more familiar 
special case in which K x, y, ?\ i\ K x, y ~ We will refer to 
this as ''the classical easer'.· Tamarkin 3 has given a 
treatment that covers a large class of equations 1, but· his 
proof is rather complicated. That proposed below is comparatf -
simple, and based on a ramiliar idea of integral equations 
approximation by ''finite operators'' to be found, e.g . ., in 
2 • 
Consider a kernel K x,y,~ for x and yin a measure space 
·x e.g. x and y in the real interval as x :s b , and 7\ in a 
connected region Io~ the complex plane, subject to the two 
conditions 
1 
ii 
is analytic in I. 
K x,y,~ dy is continuous 
for each f and gin . 
K x,y,~ f x g y dx dy 
in I· ,
space of square-integrable functions 
2 
on X. For f and gin L we have the inner product 
• in 
The condition i 
defines a 
-2-
if u u -if -0 or 1 
n' m nm 
be written f-
above assures that for 
f,un 
each 
u . 
n 
such 
X in I, 
on 
Clearly i and ii are satisfied in the classical case 
x., y, "' 
A number in I is called s~~-g~"l?..~ if and only if the 
equation 1 fails to have a solution in 
case it is well known that the set of 
singular values of A is countable, and has no finite limit 
• 
point. The theorem of this report states that under the more 
general conditions i and ii on K, the only new possibility 
for equation 1 is that every~ is singular. 
x + K x,y,"A. <.p y dy= <.p x -u 1 x 
for f = u 1 . 
2. The theorem 
Here we state and prove the main result. At a certain stage 
th it is necessary to derive the analyticity of then power 
RA n of an operator R ~ from the analyticity of RA. This is 
justified by the lemma proved in section 3. 
Theorem. If K x,y, ~ satisfies conditions i and ii, then 
in the connected region I either every A is singular, or the 
Proof We will assume that 
the set of singular values 
is singular. 
' 
set 
Let u 
n 
n=1,2., ... 
a 7\ 
nm 
"o 
for 
in I is a finite limit point of 
1 and show that every"'- in I , 
be an orthonormal basis 2 for L, and 
so that in the sense of mean convergence 
K x, y, A = 
Because of condition 
define the kernel 
ii 
-3-
n=1 m=1 
a 
nm 
_a 
m== 1 n= 1 nin 
U X U y . 
n m 
Denote the operators with the above kernels by K ~ and 
KN~ respectiv_ely~ and define 
For any functions g and h in , we have set g,h = gh. 
Then, by ii , K ~ g,h is analytic in I; and because the 
is analytic in I. Hence 
RN~ g,h is analytic in I. In view of the lemma proved 
n below, we conclude further that is analytic in I, 
for each n,g and h. 
Suppose ~ is a finite limit point in I of singular 
0 
values for 1, and choose N so that 
0 0 
anm and condition i then guarantee 
have that "A - 7--. < S belongs to 
0 
The continuity of the 
that for some S > O we 
I., and 
2 K x.,y, ?\ -KN x.,y," 
for?\ in C >-.:-1' <S. Here A denotes the norm of the 
2 0 
operator A on L. In 1 let +R ". 
coN ;r, a reversible 
substitution by virtue of 
• in 
-R 
o N 
norm because of 2. From series for Bi\ 
analyticity of and the uniform convergence 
This 
the 
of the 
series B ?\ g,h 
• is analytic . 0 
With the above substitution, equation becomes 
This can be reduced to a systeln of equatiot1s in N unknown 
constants by the following familiar device. Let 
N 
a i\. U X 
n-;-1 nm n 
adjoint of B., 
=v X..,A 
m 
so that 3 
m 
becomes 
4 
whose solution amounts 
Wm y, X 'V y 
with each of 
5 
dy. 
the 
To 
C + k 
-4-• 
N 
1 
dy=f(x), 
t \J f' i ndj_ng the r1umt)et,s 
do this, take the inner product of 
to get the system 
N 
\' , l,,Jk C = 
m rn 
. ·•- 1 1' ........ k-=1, .•• .,N. 
f, w, , 
K 
4 yields a solution 
5 
-
for every f if and only if 5 is. 
-it· 
taken as any N numbers by the proper choice off,. It follows 
that 5 has a solution for all f if and only if~ is not a 
zero of 
It follows 
det Q + 
.1r1k v m x , ?.. wk x , x dx . 
m analyticity 
of B 7\ g,h that the function 6 is analytic for · >-- i\ < S. 
0 
Since on 
a set with limit point ~, hence 6 vanishes identically for 
0 
" - i\ < S . It follows that all these valt1es of' 7\ are 0 0 
singular. It is clear that this result can now be extended to 
all of I, since I is connected. 
Thus the proof is complete rnodulo the lemma referred to above. 
3o The lemma 
Before stating the 
notation 111 connection 
lemma, we introduce the following 
with the operator A with kernel 
A x,y 
that 
• 
• 
K 
A 2= 
is continuot1s. 
Lemma Let A and BA be integral operators defined 
• t::MII•- ---
in a region D, and such tl1at in D I A i\· and · B A 
B 
B ?\ f,g 
has the same properties. 
above is 
f"or i\ 
are 
for each 
Proof It is clear that is bounded in D, since 
AB \ \ 
A and Bin terms of 
orthonormal base u .. n nm k km n' m 
-5-
delta. Then if f= f u and g= 
n n 
g u we have 
--- m m3 
P f,g = If the kernel of A nm ?\ is A x., y, 'i\ = 
n,m 
tA 
' 
b )\ 
.. y u. 
.I 
Ai\B7'.f.,g 
X 
,... ._.,. 
a .. " 
. . ... 
nm 
Since 
(-,'ilR 
n., m.,v 
n., m., i..> 
l 2 . -
. . __ n 
I 
the 
n.,m 
a 
nm 
same way 
and 
we set B 
p 
n 
, we have 
a Ab A P f,g 
nv vm nm 
a 
n t' 
t • --~ 
i\ f g Q 
m n 
Because of the analytici~y of A~ 
term of this series is analy•tic in 
u , u and 
m n 
D. Thus in view 
convergence theorem it suf~ices to show that 
-· 
U U each 
~:, ),I 
of Vitali's 
a r-. b ?\ f .. g·-... 
nv vm m 11 is uniformly bounded in 
Schwartz inequality yield 
Do But a few 
applications of the 
the 
the 
a i\ b 7' fl g 
nv vm .-:-in 
,, ' 
-
' 
assumed boundedness of 
rroofo 
• which with 
and on D completes 
It is clear how this lemma yields an inductive proof that 
n ~ goh is analytic for n=1,2, o o• •• 
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